
REACHING YOUR NEXT SUMMIT: 7 VERTICAL LESSONS 
& 1 ESSENTIAL QUESTION TO LEAD WITH IMPACT, 
REGARDLESS OF YOUR TITLE
Manley Feinberg 

Reaching Your Next Summit 

is Manley Feinberg’s signature 

keynote, focused on personal 

leadership, intentional 

relationships and peak 

performance to help you achieve 

your goal of zero injuries. 

Attendees will walk away with 

a renewed sense of focus, 

commitment and momentum to 

realize the next level in their life 

and work.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Professionals in high-risk environments, whether they are high-
voltage linemen, firefighters, or manufacturing workers, often 
struggle to deliver more value under tightening

business constraints and rising expectations. Add the 
complications of regulations, engaging a multi-generational 
work force, constantly evolving technology, economic pressure, 
plus the chaos of day to day life; and you have a serious 
challenge.

“After facing the same frustrations from the front lines to 
the executive level for more than 20 years; I believe the 
answer is in equipping individuals at all levels to think, act 
and influence as leaders in their environment.”

Manley’s Reaching Your Next Summit Keynote will help equip 
participants to lead on the edge and realize more in their lives 
and work every day.
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ABOUT MANLEY FEINBERG 
Manley Feinberg, author of Reaching 
Your Next Summit! 9 Vertical Lessons for 
Leading with Impact, is recognized as 
an award winning international keynote 
speaker, business leader. Manley programs 
includes lessons learned from his 
mountaineering adventures in over 400 
outdoor venues in 25 countries. His work 

has been featured on NBC, CBS, ABC, and Fox. During Manley’s 
eleven years with Build-A-Bear Workshop, his leadership direction 
helped take the revolutionary retail concept from 40 stores to 
over 400 worldwide.  

For more information or to book Manley, contact the Safety 
Institute:
 Email: info@safetyinstitute.com 
 Phone: 800-259-6209
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OBJECTIVES
>  Gain 7 leadership strategies that will empower every attendee 

to stretch their comfort zones and Lead Beyond Their 
Position.

>  Discover the one area you must micro-manage to gain Clarity 
in the Chaos, Drive Focus and Build Momentum.

>  Drive innovation by encouraging individuals to step up, 
support others, and say what they see.

>  Identify 3 Critical characteristics you need to look for, develop 
and demand from yourself and every team member to achieve 
breakthrough results.

>  Engage, Equip, and Inspire attendees with multiple ideas 
they can use immediately to develop stronger relationships 
and increase their influence across vertical and horizontal 
boundaries Attendees will gain tools they can use 
immediately to develop a leadership mindset that engages, 
equips and inspires both them and their team members 
to step up and lead regardless of their title. Expect team 
members to build relationships and serve beyond vertical and 
horizontal boundaries in their environment. Collaboration is 
just the beginning. With more accountability and increased 
commitment in the 80%, you will see results you can measure.


